(i)
If X e D' , then XeD. The proof goes by standard arguments as in the case of the Tschebyshev inequality. The proof for marcovian case is given for example in [l] . In this paper the following questions will be considered: I some remarks concerning formula (2) II properties of sum of independent diffusion processes III properties of integral of a quasi-diffusion process IV properties of a monotone function of a quasi-diffusion process. fk} I. The existence of the function ' and their uniqueness almost everywhere follows from the Radon-Nikodym theorem.
For k s n-1, B ^ = R formula (2) has the following form -288 - (1) and (2) II. We shall use the following denotations for the cumulative distribution functions and densities (8) G x (t n ,x n ) = P({co:X(t 1f o>) < x 1 ,...,X(t n ,w) <x n ]), x n (9) *i<t nf x n ) . J ^(t^x^.dx^).
-oo la this part we shall assume that there exist densities e x (t n ,x n ) = dXl A D .ax Q ^«n» V » (11) Vn'*n> -T^»x« n .X n ).
Obviously, we have (12) s x (t n ,x n ) = f x (t n .x n )g x Ct & . 1 ,x lt . 1 ).
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In such a case it is evident that the existence of limits (5), (6) is equivalent to the existence of limits
. A im t^FTT J I x nx n-l| 2+ " s x (t n ,x n )dx n = 0,
and that
Let D^ <r D' denote the class of processes such that the convergence in (13), . (14) is uniform with respect to X n _yj. Now we are going to prove two theorems. Theorem 1. If X^are independent, X^e D^, the densities g v are continuous in N(g v ), and m Y are
where N(g x )cR n denotes the support of g x for fixed t n (and analogically N(m x )).
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Proof.
The density of the process Y is given by formula (16) s Y (t n ,y n )=J gv (t n ,x n ) s (t n ,y n -x n )dx n = s ^(t^-)" Sx 2 (t llt -))(y ll ).
First we are going to show that for process Y the condition (13) holds. Let us notice that
-291 - that the convergence is uniform with respect to y n _/|« Then passing to the limit, when » we B®^ condition (13) for Y. Now we are going to show that the condition (14) holds for the process Y. Taking into account that X^ e D u , the densities g Y are continuous in IT(g v ), and ml^) are / continuous in ïïfm-j^j for i=1 t 2, we have H m ^Âr^ i (y n-y n-i^Y(t n »yn )d ynif t n -t n _ 1 J[yn-X n~ (y n-1~xn-1 )+(x n" x n-1 >] «Y^n^^n t n" "&-1 " 1 R
•V w n-1 11 yn-1" x n-1 » tt n )du n dx n-1 + + t i? Vtï / (t n' x n^X2 (t n-1 » > dx t n n-1 gO.
+ / m £| )(t n-1' x n-.1 ) ex 2 (t n-1'yr t .r x n-1> dx n-1 = gJM-1 2 ,, 3 XL J m x! ) (t n-1 ' x n-1 , (t n-1 »yn-1~xn-1 )dx n-1 i=1 ¿Qr-1 1 J' 1 and the convergence is uniform with respect to y n _i • -293 -Moreover taking into account that X^, are independent we have
^n' ^n ^ ^n * ^n" x n ^d x n dy n = = / S]C, (t n-1» x n-1^) (t n-1»yn-1-x n-1 )dx n-1
and the convergence is uniform with respect to y n _i • Thus formula (14) 
where XQ . £E a , i = 1,...,n-1.
III. In this part we shall assume that X is a Gaussian process with mean values EX = 0, continuous covariance function Kx and
where tQ is fixed, cp is a continuous function, the integral is understood in the sense of mean square convergence. We shall prove that YeD 1 . First let us notice that Y is a Gaussian process, EY = 0, the covariance function of Y has the form h «2 KY(t1ft2) =Jf <f(s1 )(p(s2)Kx(s1 ,s2)ds/]ds2 .
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The conditional density defined by (11) -500 -
